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BRADLEY SMITH GUEST EDITOR
We recruited Bradley Smith as Racer’s
first ever Guest Editor - as if he hasn’t got
enough on his plate right now!
FRONT ROW

The recent WSBK test at Portimao was
cold, wet and extremely frustrating but
that did not put our intrepid photographer
Graeme off his stride!
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The latest from the world of racing plus
who’s doing what this season.

SCOTT REDDING MOTOGP
Team boss Bartholemy reckons Scott is a
MotoGP champion in waiting. The team
open up to Racer...
Pramac Ducati MOTOGP

Capirossi wants to be back on a 1000cc
bike but de Puniet doesn’t care what he
rides - he just wants to win a MotoGP race.

LEON HASLAM GUEST COLUMN
Leon on his plans for the coming season,
the BMW and the trials and tribulations of
a winter wedding.
WORLD SUPERBIKE
PREVIEW WSBK

With just days to go before the first race
down under, here’s our guide to this
season’s movers and shakers.
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MAX BIAGGI WSBK

The 2010 WSBK Champion explains
how the Aprilia got to be so good in two
seasons.

PTR PARKALGAR WSBK

‘Brains’ talks us trough the PTR
Supersport Honda and we get Lowes and
Ellison’s first ride feedback.

YAMAHA R1 WSBK
Cal Crutchlow’s R1 under the microscope a Racer EXCLUSIVE!
SIMON BUCKMASTER

GUEST COLUMN
Buckmaster’s predictions for 2011 WSBK
and WSS.

HONDA TT LEGENDS ENDURANCE
Steve Plater, John McGuinness and Keith
Amor join forces and prepare for the FIM
World Endurance Championship.
STARS OF THE FUTURE

ROAD RACE
Our pick of up-and-coming road race stars
to watch out for this season.
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ONE-MAKE SERIES

A number of one-make races will feature
at major Championship events this year what’s the appeal for racers and fans?

STUART EASTON GUEST COLUMN
Back with Nick Morgan’s MSS Colchester
Kawasaki team for 2011, Stuart reveals a
bit of a cunning plan.
450 Supersingle/twin

Mike Edwards explains the appeal of the
450 Supersingles and Supertwins race
class.

JAMES HAYDON GUEST COLUMN
We asked James for his take on the
development of young riders - turns out he
had a LOT to say!
RACING SCENE

What goes on one rung down from BSB?

ACU INTERVIEW

EXCLUSIVE - we quiz Brian Higgins, the
most powerful man in UK bike racing,
about his plans for our beloved sport.

PRODUCTS

Bradley’s race weekend ‘must haves’ plus
our pick of new products.

TUITION

Want to knock 2 seconds off your lap time
without buying any new bling for your
bike? Here’s how...
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RACING POST LETTERS
Sponsorship strategies, plus the
‘Showdown’ debate still rages on.
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EARNSHAWS DEALER FEATURE
Dave Fern meets a family where racing a
bike is pretty much compulsory.
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CLUB NEWS

We asked clubs what they are up to this
season. The answer is ... quite a lot!

JOSH BROOKES BSB
Josh on the move from HM Plant Honda to
TAS Suzuki.
subscribe

You know you want to...

”If there was any time to make the switch
to Ducati 2011 is the season. With Rossi
making the switch across the bike will
make a transformation, if I was Capirossi
and De Puniet I would be rubbing my
hands together at what could lie ahead for
the Pramac Team.”
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27 Preview of the World
Superbike season

”WSBK did create in my opinion some
of the greatest races of 2010, the
championship has depth and talent in
abundance. Looking at how the Aprilia
dominated in so many races last year it
would be difficult to bet against Biaggi but
the number one plate does funny things to
riders!”

40 Yamaha R1

”Coming from two completely different
bikes and seeing the lap times so close
between both Melandri and Eugene
in testing is very positive for Yamaha.
Although the lap time has never been a
problem for them – Cal Crutchlow got the
2010 award for the most fastest laps – it’s
the race set-up that needs to be their focus
for the 2011 season.”

50 Honda TT Legends
Endurance Team

”I have watched Plater, McGuiness and
Amor race on the roads on TV with my
mouth wide open in disbelief as they
bounce from kerb to kerb and brush
past the trees and bushes. Although the
World Endurance Championship requires
a completely different style of racing,
these three men have a great chance of
winning.”
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